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Basic security

High securityRestricted security

Standard security

High security

What it is

  Controlled access
 

   with various levels of  
  geographic exclusivity

 
  have a second set of pins  

  for added security and  
  pick resistance

  as well as restricted security 
   or standard security cylinders

  conventional and FSIC

   restricted duplication must 
   be authorized

 
   stamped on all keys, 

   enabling Schlage to identify 
   the source of any 

   unauthorized keys
 

   drop-shipped from the
   factory directly to an 

  end-user specified location to 
  guarantee exclusivity

 
  SFIC and FSIC

   be stored by commercial 
  locksmiths and security 

  dealers

  without any paperwork or 
  signature verification

  commercial outlets
 

  and FSIC

What it operates

   Primus® XP cylinders

   restricted cylinders

   open cylinders

  XP cylinders
 

  restricted cylinders

  open cylinders

 
  cylinders

 
  cylinders

  UL 437 version

  drill and pick resistance 
  and withstand physical

  attack

  have a second set of pins 
  for added security

 
  with various levels of  

  geographic exclusivity

  as well as restricted 
  security or standard 

  security cylinders

  conventional

Controlled access
 

  with various levels of  
  geographic exclusivity

   have a second set of pins 
   for added security and  

   pick resistance

  as well as restricted 
  security or standard

  security cylinders

   conventional

What it is

 
  most retail and commercial  

  points of sale with no  
  restrictions

 
   residential applications or  

   existing commercial  
   systems that cannot rekey

 
   XP without rekeying the  

   entire facility
 

   and FSIC

What it operates

  UL 437 version
 

  drill and pick resistance  
  and withstand physical  
   attack

 
   have a second set of  

   pins for added security

  sold with various levels
  of geographic exclusivity

  security, as well as  
  restricted security or  

  standard security
  cylinders

 
  conventional

Upgrade existing classic key
systems with Primus XP

Schlage offers key system solutions that 
are ideal for upgrading an existing key 
system to control key management. Our 
patent-protected cylinders help prevent 
unauthorized duplication and can be 
integrated into virtually any existing system.
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Schlage can help you design a system that 
can grow and change along with your 
needs, allowing you the flexibility to 
upgrade your security without the need to 
replace all your cylinders.

Protect new key systems  
with Everest 29


